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Abstract-In
the“faster,better,cheaper”era,theJet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) continues to develop smaller
andmorefrequentmissions.TheDeepSpaceNetwork
(DSN)musttrackmanyspacecraftsimultaneously.
With
ground tracking resources limited and with NASA’s moving
into an era of full cost accounting, the need for an efficient
andwell-coordinatedmulti-missiontelecommunications
analysis service is apparent. This service is now provided as
partofTelecommunications
andMissionOperations
Directorate(TM0D)’sDeepSpaceMissionSystem
(DSMS). DSI is the first mission to subscribe to TMOD’s
services. This paper describes the DSI telecommunications
linkanalysisservicescenarios,includingthe
DS1 safing
incident on July 28, 1999, the day of Asteroid Braille flyby.
The theme of this paperis to demonstrate that good people,
efficient processes, and effective tools are key elements that
enable 1 ) a wide range of cost-effective telecommunications
analysis support, and 2) timely detection and anticipation of
unforeseen situations.”
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) continues
to develop
and fly smaller spacecraft in more frequent missions in this
“faster, better, cheaper” era. Consequently the Deep Space
1
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Network (DSN) must track more spacecraft simultaneously.
Project flight teams are also smaller. With ground tracking
resources limited and NASA moving into an era of full cost
accounting, it is a luxury for each flight mission to fund
telecomanalystsindividually.Theneedforefficientand
well-coordinated telecommunications analysis among many
projects and the DSN is apparent. The Telecommunications
and Mission Operations Directorate (TMOD) of JPL meets
this need by providing a Telecom Analysis Service as one
partof its DeepSpaceMissionSystem(DSMS).Deep
Space 1 (DSI) isthefirstprojectmanaged
by JPLto
subscribe to some TMOD services. This paper describes the
meshing of a TMOD telecom analyst into the project prelaunch development and the subsequent telecom analysis
activities in flight. During the nine months leading up to
DSI flyby of the asteroid Braille on July 28, 1999, both
TMODandproject-fundedtelecomanalysisplayeda
significant role in day-to-daymissionplanning,sequence
development, data monitoring and interpretation, technology
validation (“tech Val”) activities and anomaly identification
and resolution when needed. The theme of this paper is to
demonstratethatgoodpeople,efficientprocesses,and
effective tools are key elements that enable I ) a wide range
of cost-effective telecom analysis support, and 2) timely
detection and anticipationof unforeseen situations.
The broad challenge given to TMOD telecom analysis by
DSl was: “Tell us how to command our spacecraft.” This
challengebecomesmorespecific
in termsofthethree
componentsoftelecomanalysis:predictionof
link
performance,comparisonofreportedlinkperformance
against predictions, and telecom model or parameter update
thatleadstosubsequentprediction.Telecomanalysis
service can also be generally classified into
1 ) pre-launch
planninganddevelopment,and2)in-flightprediction,
comparison, andplanning.Pre-launchactivitiesforDS1
included a telecom tools adaptation effort, the planning
of
telecom’s role in flight operations, and estimation of uplink
and downlink data rate capability based on published station
capabilitiesandgroundtestingofthespacecraft.Postlaunch
support
has
been
provided
to
DSI
with
a
combination of expertise, processes,and tools. The in-flight
telecom analysis includes sequence planning and pre-pass
link prediction, post-pass trend analysis and coordination of

corrective action, and spacecraft anomaly identification and
resolution.
Telecomanalysisforflight
operationshas bccome much
more software intensive in the 1990s. Telecom analysis for
DSI made use of four major tools.
Telecommunications
Forecaster
Predictor
(TFP).
Adapted to includeDS1spacecraftmodels,theTFP
is a
multi-mission tool for communication link prediction [ 11. It
is built upon the commercial software Matlab, atechnical
computing
environment
for
high-performance
numeric
computation andvisualization.
TheTFP has a graphical
user interfacc (GUI) to allow the analyst to enter inputs and
select link configuration and parameters. The TFP allows
users togenerate a wide variety of plotsandtables
for
display, hardcopy, or file inputto a spreadsheet.
Unified Telecommunications Predictor (UTP). The UTP
is thebatch modecounterpart of the TFP that generates
telecommunications predicts to configureandoperate
the
DeepSpaceCommunicationsComplex(DSCC)
telemetry
subsystem.ForDS1
and futurc missions, UTP has been
adaptedtogencratedatarate
capabilities as afile(the
DRCF) to facilitate mission planning and
sequence
gcncration.Figure
1 is a sample of oneform of a DSI
DRCF. The UTP uses the same models as TFP for tracking
stations and the spacecraft to compute prediction values of
link performance for a specific flight project.
Service Package Writer (SPW). New for DS1, the SPW
uscspre-definedlinkconfigurationtemplates
to gcncratc
both service
packages
(an input to project
scquence
generation proccss and DSCC’sNetwork
Planning and
Prcparalion Subsystem) and UTPmode riles (an input to
UTP). Figure 2 is a sample DS1 service package.
Derived
Channel
Processor
(DCP).
Also built upon
Matlab, the DCP providc capabilities to compare actual link
performance to predictedperformance. DCP accepts input
files from a standard multi-mission JPLsoftware
tool,
TelRet (Telemetry Retriever).j Adaptation of DCP for DSI,
which occurred after launch, consisted of minor updates for
data channel numbers.
Figure
3 is a sample DS1
TelRcVDCP link performancc comparisonplot.

The rest of this papcr is organized as follows.Following
thisintroductory Scction 1 , Section2briefly describes the
statisticalnature
of telecommunications link design, as
incorporated into the TFP models.Section 3 discussesthe
key attributes and standard components of the multi-mission
telecommunicationsanalysis service.Section
4 describes
theadaptation
of the standardscrvice
and thespecific
3

TelRet (Telemetry Retriever) is one of the software utilities provided to
by thc
MSAS
(Multimission
Spacecraft
Analysis
the
DSI
projcct
Subsystem)softwaredevelopmentteam.DCPstandsforthcDerivcd
ChannclProccssor.TelRetquelicsstationdata,
DCP allowsthetelecom
analyst to cornpare telecom predicts produced by TFF with actual station
data.

application of its processes
through
the
DSl
project
lifccycle. Scction 5 provides a detailed account of the role
of tclccom analysis in the DSI safing incident on July 28,
1999, the day of the spacecraft flyby of the asteroid Braille.
Section 6 documents
the
lessons
learned
from
our
experience through the several phases of telecom analysis
support for DS 1. Section 7 gives our conclusions about the
degree of success of DS1 use of TMOD telecom analysis
scrvice.

2. STATISTICAL APPROACH
FOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LINKANALYSIS
A typical spacecraft communications system performs three
basic functions: telemetry,command, andtracking.
The
telecommunications
link
encompasses
the
entire
communications path, from the information source, through
all the encoding
and
modulation steps,
through
the
transmitterandthe channel, through the signal processing
steps in the rcceiver, and terminatingat the information
sink. Most link parameters
are
neither constant nor
precisely known. The communication channel, which is the
propagation
medium
connecting
the
transmitter
and
recciver,introduces
random noisethat
is unpredictable
except in a statistical sense. Some link parameters vary with
spacecraft environment, others
with
ground
station
configuration and the communications channel conditions.
Some
are
associated
with
link
components that have
manufacturing tolerances.
Through theexperience
of many deep-spacemissions,
telccom systemdesigners foundthey could not state link
performance by simply assigningconservative values to
each
link
parameter.
It was found that
actual
link
performance was almost always several dB better than that
predicted by combining of adverse values. A better tool for
modcling
the
performance of a system with many
parameters(which
are modeledas
independentrandom
variables) was needed, to avoid over-designing the telecom
system or under-predicting thedataratc
(andhencethe
achievablc science data return).
Telecommunications link analysis is a statistical cstimation
technique
for evaluating
communications
system
Performance. It calculates and tabulatesthc gainandloss
paramctcrs in terms of
statistical
link.
detailed
A
discussion of this technique is given in [2]. This technique,
which has been standard at JPL since 1970, is used in the
prediction of both prc- and post-launch telecommunications
pcrrormancefor
all JPLdeep-spacemissions,including
DSI.

3. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ANALYSIS
SERVICE
Telecommunications link analysis
scrvicc
provides
the
means (which may include tools andtheir adaptation, and
the people to use the toolsandinterprettheoutput)fora
flight projectto plan thecommunications configurations.
capabilities,and operation stratcgiesbetweenaspacccraft
and the tracking stations of the Deep Space Network. This
servicealsoassessesthe
resultingtrackingperformance
against the plans.
The kind and extent of telecommunications analysis that a
missionnecdsvaries from mission to mission, and also is
differentfor each phase of a mission. The challenge of a
multi-mission telecommunications analysisservice
is to
develop the right combination of expertise, processes, and
tools to meet a wide range of customers' needs, which may
be

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

minimal duetosimple missionoperationsand/orlarge
link margins,
occasional due to infrequent tracking,
significant due to mission critical events,
dctailcd duetocomplicated missionoperationsand/or
low link margins,
intcnsivc duc to telecom involvemcnt in anomaly
resolution.

In an 18-month pre-launch development, an I I-month prime
mission flight, and a planned 2-year extended mission,
the
DSIproject'stelecom
analysisneedshave
varied with
mission phase, and have ranged from level 2 to level 5.
Theeffectivenessand
timeliness of the servicedepends
strongly on the software tools. A dctailcd description of the
Telecommunications Forccaster
Predictor
(TFP) tool is
given in [ 2 ] .
The standard tclecommunications link analysis services are:
Prediction tool configuration - Incorporate mission-and
spacecraft-specificparametersinto
the database of the
standard TMOD
telecom
prcdiction
tool.
Verify
the
applicability of standard communicationlink
and station
modcls and auxiliary data intcrfaccs to the
project
requirements. Standard interfaces with ephemerides, station
viewperiods,spacecraft
pointing,andstationscheduling
data arc availablc.
Long-range prediction generation - Provide long-range
uplink and downlinkdatarate
capabilitypredictions
for
project planning.
Analysis environment setup - Provide data displays, data
analysis tools,documentation andtraining, and access to
spacccraft telemetryandstationmonitor
data fortelecom
link performance analysis.

Telecom link documentation - Provide
or
generate
spacecraft and station
parametcrs
and
description.The
parameters are those required to complete a Dcsign Control
Table (DCT) for eachrequired uplink andeach downlink
modeandfrequency
band.TheDCT,also
called a link
budget, is used to validate a new or updated model as well
as to predict link performancc for one configuration at one
point in time. A DCT assumes afixed geometry, such as
range, station elevation angle, antenna gain, ctc. Tabulations
or plots describing the variation of specific link parameters
with time can augment the DCT.
Service package preparation - Starting withuplinkand
downlink capability predictions and a statement of project
telecom activities, prepare a set of service packages for the
next missionphase.
Servicesareprovided
by theDeep
Spacc Station and include such functionsasDoppler,
telemctry, command
radiation,
and ranging. A service
package contains a set of spacecraft and station parameters
and theirvaluesthat
enables thestation to provide that
service to the p r ~ j e c t . ~
Real-time monitoring - Obscrve, assess, and rcporton-line
to project
personnel
the
spacecraft
telecom
subsystem
telemetry and the station performancedataduring station
passes.
Post-pass analysis - Acquire and analyze (compare against
the predictions) thc spacecraft telemetry and station monitor
data
for
RF signal power,
system
noise
temperature,
telemetryandranging
channelsignal-to-noiseratios,
and
telemetry data frame decoding
corrections.
Store
the
analysis results in the project database.
Trend Analysis - Analyze and provide reports on telecom
performancctrends,
includingrecommcndationsto
avert
impending problems with spacecraft or station equipment.
DSI telecomreports range from brief oralstatements of
onboardsubsystcmhealth
at daily project meetings, to cmail documentation of the station performance of oneor
morc passes, to the formal tcchnical validation ("tech Val")
reports at the end of the prime mission.
Flight Team Participation - Providctelccomanalysis
support to team planning and status meetings, reviews, and
reports. Respond to tclecom capability "what i f ? " (planning)
and "why
did
it'?'' and "is this
a
serious
problem?"
(performance) questions.

The DSI servicepackage is afileused
by thesequenceengineerto
generate both a spacecraft sequenceof commands file and a DSN keywords
file (DKF). The DSI/TMOD plan was for telecom analysis also to submit
service packages to TMOD as a statement of the required start and end
times for each service in each pass and the overrides to the mission service
iables(whichcontaindefaultparametervaluesfor
DSN services).The
agreement
changed
such
that
the
pro,ject sequencingprocesswould
generate from the service packages a DKF to submit to TMOD as a titneordered list of station actions for thc passesin the sequence.

4. DS 1 TELECOM
ANALYSISPROCESS

Plannedtclccomcharacterizationtestsincluded
arcas:

This section does not present apcrfect or fully mature
process. Rather, it shows the functions and tasks that have
been performed by telecom analysis for the Deep Space
1
(DSI) mission. This section describes howthetelecom
analysis people and tools worked together to meet various
projectneeds. We believe the functionsdescribedbelow
have to be performed on any typical deep space mission, so
this will servc as a reference to users who are planning to do
a mission.

five major

Telemetry: thein-flightverification
of 19 data rates
(from 10 bps to 19908 bps) at both X-band and Ka-band
Modulation linearity: theinteraction of telemetry and
ranging modulation at both the low and the high ranging
modulation index
Carrier frequency stability: the stability of the
downlink carrier in boththetwo-way
coherentmode
frequency driven by the station’s uplink and the one-way
mode driven by an on-hoard oscillator, and

A more detailed description of the DSl telecomanalysis
process is given in an upcoming TDA Progress Report 131.

X-band compared with Ka-band: modulated
and
unmodulated X-band and Ka-band downlinks.

Pre-Launch Activities
Subsystenz Testing and ParameterDocumentation-The
prime mission of DS1 was technology validation. Rather
than the gathering of science data, themain emphasis of the
mission was to demonstrate the performance of new
tcchnologics for use in future missions. New telecom
technologies aboard DS 1 included the Small Deep Space
Transponder (SDST) and the Ka-band solid state power
amplifier (KAPA). Tclccom analysts, together with the
hardware developers, planned and conducted in-flight tests
of thc SDST and KAPA, in which performance prediction
was an important factor.
The pre-launch development of the DSI Telecomsystem
was done on a very tightschedule ( 1 112 years, versus 3
years for previous JPL missions). Tests were performed at
Motorola (the SDST contractor), at JPL in differentlabs,
and at
the
Cape
and
documented
in electronic form.
performance characteristics such as the non-linearity of the
X-band phase modulator were analyzed and modeled for use
in link prediction software.
Project Requirementsa n d Plans-About 1- 1 /2 years before
launch, the DSI project contracted with the Telecom and
Mission Operations Directorate (TMOD)organization at
JPL to be provided a Telecom Analysis service. TMOD
initially assigncd one telecom analystwho worked sidc-byside with the project telecom designers to develop
operational aspects of the system.
As theproject
developed itsmissionoperationssystem
(MOS)plans,therequirementson
telecomanalysisfor
llying themission becamemore specific. At top level,
telecom analysisconsists of four activities:prediction of
telecom link performance for planned sequences or known
configurations,analysis of obtained performance against
predicts,
updating
or telecom
prediction
models,
and
generation of new planned command sequences to continue
the mission

Characterization of the SDST receiver was
accomplished through the routine uplink acquisition and
tracking of the RF carrier, modulation of the carrier by
rangingmodulation,
and the commandactivities that
occurred with every pass.
Telcconz Parameter/Model Development(Exce1)“Early in
the
design
process,
the telecom analysts used a link
performance spreadsheet produced by the Microsoft Excel
program. A similar spreadsheet had been used successfully
for analyzing many missions,
including
Cassini.
The
spreadsheet is a very versatile tool for developing new link
models based on test data. DS1 examples include modeling
thcX-bandphase modulator, which was highly nonlinear,
and modeling ranging and command performance. We used
the spreadsheet as well as for performing numerous designphase “what it” performance trade studies.

Design Control Llocunzent (First Mission With a DCD “On
the Web”)-The pre-launch developmentteam assembled
all the relevant performance data and analyses into a Design
Control Document (DCD) on the Internet’ for two reasons:
I.

2.

to transferknowledgebetween
thepre-launch and the
operations team and
to provide an easy-toaccessreference foranytelecom
analyst on DS 1.

(Traditionally, tlightprojects suchas
Cassini and Mars
Global Surveyor have published and maintained the DCD as
a paper book.)
Prediction Tool Development for Flight OperutionsDevelopment (adaptation) of TFP for DS 1 began pre-launch
but hascontinued well into the prime DSl mission.Both
phases are described here.

’

The DCD
is internal
available
the at
http://dsp.jpl.nasa.gov/-chen/.

JPL
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Pre-Launch:Setting Up TFP-Telecom analysts used an
Excelspreadsheet program to evaluate linkperformance
when developing the
subsystem
design
and making
performance trade-offs. But the very strengths of the Exccl
tool for
dcvclopment
madc
it not wcll suited to the
operations environment.
While a developer wants flexibility in use, in operations the
analyst wants all the link calculations to be done using the
same, validated model (so once the model is validated, one
does not need to continually re-check the results). In other
words, flight operations requires configuration control of the
parameter values and models that arc to be used.
For DSl, the
telecom
analysis
development
group
recommendedtheMatlab-basedTelecom
Forecaster and
Predictor (TFP), which was already used by Cassini and was
being uscd to support several other missions (like Mars’98).
The correctness of the TFP models was verified extensively
by comparing TFP outputswith Excel outputs. The Excel
models and output values, already cheeked out, provided a
benchmark for the TFP.

Post-Launch Activities
Fine-Tuning TFP: Puranzeter IJpdutes and “Addputh” The modeling and use of TFP was an itcrativc process due
to changingmission needs. TFP was designedpre-launch
with ‘baseline’
a
set of capabilities. Planning
in-flight
activities, such as technology validation tests or spacecraft
pointing maneuvers, revealed the need for more flexibility.
Fortunately, the TFP developcrs gave us a very robust and
flexible tool, so all these changing needs could be met.
TFP had onccapability that became veryvaluable to the
analyst, the “addpath.”Theaddpath
is file
a directory
containing the link models that an analyst wants to use. The
models in the addpathsupercede those of the standard,
officially-delivered TFP version. We still used almostthe
cntire set of well-tested models, buta needed set of TFP
model changes or output format updatcs could be included
in an addpathfiledirectory
withouthaving
to wait for
another official release.The“addpath”
is an example of
good balance between configuration control and flexibility.
It allowed the telecom analyst to provide quick turn-around
support to the DS I project’s many “what i f ’ questions.
Teleccrnl
Involvement
in
Spacecruft
Sequence
nevelopt~zent-Sequences of spacecraft
commands
are
reviewed for consistency with flight rules, and to ensure that
they accomplish the intended activities without harming the
spacecraft.Generally
sequence generationandreview
is
itcrativc because of interaction
between
subsystems,

cvolving mission needs, and rcsults of ground testing of the
sequences.
Approved sequcnce files and individual real time commands
(some of which are used to activate or deactivate sequences
stored on-board) are moved to the station for radiation by
the project’s real time mission controller.The
mission
controller is knownby the on-net callsign“ACE”.The
ACE is the project’s interface with the station and operates
underdirection of a Flight Director whohasthe
signed
command forms.
(Please refer to 131 fora more in-depthdiscussion
sequence development process.)

Teleconz Software Input/Output Fil@ow-Generation
of
telecom configuration sets and signal level predictions does
not take placc in isolation. Operational predictions require
the input of data files for spacecraft trajectory and antenna
pointing. In turn,thepredictions themselves are organized
into files that follow a specified format.

A significant pre-launch development on DS1 was to plan
on what sets of data were the responsibility of each group?
when they would be created and updated, and the means by
which they would be delivered and announced. The fileflow
plan of trajectory and DSI/DSN fileinterfaces hasbeen
formally documented and is maintained by the project. The
fileflowdiagram shown in Figure 4 identifiesthe project
teams, the TMOD services, the formally delivered files, and
the expected frequency of file updates. Figure 4 is intended
to convey an idea of the complexity of interfaces between
different teams.
Testing !f‘ Analysis Software-A major telecom analysis
challenge on DSI has been todevelop, learn touse, and
debug severaltoolsthatrequiredfine-tuning.Itdefinitely
was not a ’turn-key’ environment! Though this process has
madc the DSI telecom prediction software reliable and the
link models mature, there’s no such thing as a software tool
that becomes bug-free and no longer requires any updating.
Aftcrlaunch,second
a
powcrfulway
of checkingthe
trajcctory and telecom
prcdiction
software correctness
became available, the direct
comparison
between
a
predictedquantity such as a signal-to-noiseratio andthe
valuc reported by the spacccraft or station receiving system.
Errors in modeling spacecraft
pointing
and
telecom
parametcrs as well as typos in data tables werc made evident
by this kind of checking. The usual result of such checking.
small
residuals,
showed
that
the
models
werc
done
correctly.
Procedures and Memory Aids for Standard and Repetitive
Ta.sks6-DS 1 procedurcs are approved(maintainedunder

’ Theprocedures
6

Refcr to thc TFP user’s guide, a JPL publication, for a description of this
feature.

of the

used by the DS1 Flight EngineeringTeam
documented and available through internal
the
JPL
http://eis.jpl.nasa.gov/-rbasilio/satv/mcdl.html

are all
URL

configuration control) by a team chief. A telecom memory
aid is a small or informal procedure not under configuration
control. Use of procedures and memory aids created by the
DSI tclecom analysis lead made thetraining
of other
analysts possible in a limited time environment. They also
scrve as checklists for an experienced analyst when there is
no time to re-discover how to usca computer process used a
monthpreviously
but not thoughtabout
until suddenly
needed again. The procedures and memory aids show how
improvements might be made to streamline a process. Ours
was a workable system. It captured knowledge so that the
lead analyst would not be the only one who knew what data
was where and what to do with it.
In-FlightPlanning
Telecom Capability (DRCF)-When
prcdicting communications link performance, theanalyst
(withthe aid of TFP) estimatesthemeanreceived
total
power-to noise
spectral
density
(PUNo), as well as
a
measure of the uncertainty of it (characterized by its
standard deviation, sigma).
Eachflight
projectdetermines
which level of risk, or
uncertainty it will accept when predicting link performance.
Typically, the statistical mean of PUN0 minus a multiple of
thestatistical standarddeviationsigma (e.g.,two) is used
when estimating the achievable command or telemetry data
rate, and other functions such as Doppler and rangingx
Performancepredictions, based on Pt/No, arc given in a
DataRateCapability
File (DRCF)for uniformlyspaced
points in timeand differentlinkconfigurations.Alink
configuration includes the kind of tracking station, the kind
of spacecraft antenna, simultaneous ranging channel usage
ornot, and spacccraft pointingassumption.
TheDRCF
documcnts a profile of telecom link capability for each link
configuration.
The mission plannersarc theprimaryusers
of the DSl
DRCF. The first use made of it is to judge the number of
station passes per week and the type of tracking station that
would be rcquired during aparticularmissionphase
to
return thedata that will be produced.Later, the telecom
analyst uses the DRCF to specify the data rate commands to
be placed in the sequence for each station pass. The analyst
makes
adjustments
for
special
activities
such as a
technology validation that requires the HGA to be pointed a
fixednumber of dcgreesfrom earthata
specific interval
during a scheduled station pass.
Prc-launch, we planneda
DRCFformat Cor 28 specific
configurations,cachone
of themrequiring a run of the
program to cover the whole mission daily at a fixed station
elevation angle of I O deg.While
these %run products
have been useful for long-rangeplanning,ourin-flight
experience
showed
a need also to be
able
to
make
This“meanminustwosigma’
is givenas an example; typically prelaunch, when there is more uncertainty (the hardware has not yet been built
and tested), an analyst will use 3 dB as a performance margin, rather than 2
sigma.

predictions for a smaller set of specific configurations over
shorterperiods of timeand with smallertimeincrements
with actual
station
elevation
angles,
corresponding
to
individual sequences.
software
Thc was
updated
accordingly, so that it couldquickly
generate a DRCF
“intermediate file” for one specific link configuration. See
Figure 1 for a sample DRCF intermediate file.
In-Flight Pass Predictions (TFP, “Just in Tin1e”)-Station
pass predictions are
the
sccond type used daily
in
operations. Pass predictions are needed by the ACE to brief
the station as to expected carrier signal level and telemetry
signal to noise ratio. They are also referred to by the ACE
or thetelecomanalyst
during real timedata monitoring
sessions to confirm the spacecraft and the stationtelecom
equipment are properly configured and operating.
Real-Time Data Monitoring-DS1 has a MissionSupport
Area (MSA) that provides the means for project analysts to
see data and provide control of the spacecraft in a single
location. The MSA has workstations for query, display, and
processing of telemetry and station monitor data, as well as
voice nets for communications
among
the
analysts.
Telecom analysis is one of about 15 positions in the MSA.
During real time support, the flight
team
follows
a
procedure and sequence of events (SOE) for the activity.
Atraditional science mission has a“quiet” earlycruise
period during which theflightteamlearns
to flythe
spacecraft, followed by a scienceperiod
with
intense
activity. DSl didthe opposite because of its“technology
validation”nature.
Many in-flighttestswere
conducted
during the first few months after launch, requiring extensive
real time support.
Daily ”Healtl~& Sufety“ Monitoring and Reporting “ I t has
been a telecom goal to revicw spacecraft telecom
performancetelemetry (currents,temperatures,RFpower
levels) using the project telemetry system to make a set of
standardplots of the measurements vs. time.For station
data, telecom uses the DeepSpaceNetwork’s
real time
multi-missiondisplay system, the NOCC KT. This system
provides tabular and graphical displays. NOCC RT data is
organized by station,
data
type (tracking,
telemetry,
command, and monitor), spacecraft, and starttime.

The “Telecom Book“ (Record of Day-to-Day Datu)---Thcre
are two major sources of data for telecom.
spacccrafttelemctry,which is stored electronically. All
spacecraft data since launch is available to members of the
flight team.
DSN station performance data, called monitor data. It is
much more voluminous, and is stored electronically for only
for the most recent month.
Both kinds of data, as well as supporting material such as
sequenccs and SOEs, have to be accessiblefor
stored

sequences, in-flighttests, and planned or unplanned real
time activities (such as recoveries from safing). Data comes
in different forms (electronic and hardcopy), from different
platforms at different rates.
To cope with the data variety and to maintain a permanent
record, telecom adopted a paper-based system of loose-leaf
notebooks with sections made Tor each tracking day.

Post-Puss nnd Perlfbrmance Trend Analysis-DS I rcpcated
the good fortune of most previous flight projects in that the
on-boardtelecom
hardware and software was extremely
stable in-flight. Its performance had been well characterized
during subsystem testing and spacecraft-DSN compatibility
testing. The availability of the prelaunch tclecom
developmentteamwas crucial in training the flightteam
telecomanalysts in thc meaning of the data and how to
interpret it (what was nominal, what was not,
why did this
channel update or not, and so forth).
There have been no unexpcctedtrends
in pcrformancc
telemetry of any of theon-board telecomhardware.
In
contrast, there have been unexpected variations in measured
stationmonitor
data.The
prediction tool TFP and the
analysis tools TelReVDCPwere used to comparc reported
values against predicted values for each station pass.
An example of the use of these tools together is shown in
Figure3.Thisfigure
is aplot of telemetrysymbol SNR
vcrsus timeforone
stationpass.
The reportedvalues
(“actuals”),appearing
asscatteredpoints,wereobtained
through one tool, calledthc Tclcmctry Retriever (TelRet).
The predictedvalues (“predicts”),appearing asasmooth
curve, were generated with TFP. A third tool, DCP, first did
time-synchronization of theactuals and predicts. Then, by
plottingthem
together,DCPshows
the analystthelink
residual (the actual level minus the predict level).
Use or thepost-pass and trcnd analysis rcsultsenabled
tclecom to quickly verify which spacecraft
antenna was in
use,whcthcr
thatantenna waspointedasplanned,
and
whether the telemetry mode corresponded to a normal or a
“safemode” condition. The station might be able to lock up
on a downlink carrier at the bcginning of a track, but have
difficulty with the telemetiy subcarrier or symbols. Previous
telecomassessment of the carrier level mightresult in a
recommendation to the ACE
to have the station change a
receiver loop bandwidth or to look for a different subcarrier
frequency. In another instance,aweaker
than expected
uplink received carrier
power
in the
telemetry
data
suggested that the station antenna pointing model required
update.

5. ASTEROIDBRAILLEFLYBY
AND SAFING
SUPPORT

Telecom Plunning,jbr “EncounterRehearsal“

Flyby of the asteroidBraille by DSI occurred in the late
evening of July 28, 1999. Severalweeksbeforethat,
the
DSI spacecraft“rehearsed”theportion
of the sequence
from several hours before closest approach to several hours
after.
As
nearly as possible the rehearsal sequence
duplicated the commands and subsequences that were being
developed for the rcal encounter.
Thc
rehearsal also
validated the sequence generation and review, and provided
some personnel
training
though
the latter
was
not its
purpose.

Telecom Planning j o r Encounter
Sequence”

“Closest Approach

The telecom involvement in encounter was similar in kind
to previoussequences, though more complex.Forsome
passes, 70-mctcr stations supported the downlink at a higher
rate than the 34m stations would be able to. For thc passes
justbefore,during,
and just after closestapproach, dual
support was provided by both 70m and 34m stations, as well
as much overlapping
coverage
as geometry permitted
betweenthe Goldstone and Canbcrrasites.In
addition to
periods of the normal configurationwith
the DSI HGA
pointedat the earth,numerousportionsof
the sequence
involvcddcliberatcoffpoint
of theaxestoaccomplish
navigational and science data taking by the on-board camera
and other instruments.
Some of thesepointingactivities,withina
fewhours of
closest approach, were to be governed by on-board software
by the autonomous navigation (autonav) system, one of the
DSl technologies being validated. Turnmagnitudes and
starVstop timescouldonlybeestimated
ontheground.
From
these
estimates, telecom analysis generated
spreadsheets of predictedsignallevelsandconfiguration
change times, for use by the ACE in directing the stations to
configure the reccivcrs for the downlink and to control the
uplink
transmitter
frequency profiles.
Integral
to this
process was a set of signal level predicts to be includcd in
the spreadsheet timeline.
Because the DSI spacccrali is much more autonomous than
previous ones tlown by JPL flight teams, its attitude was not
always known, until quite late. This required an ability to
create telccom predicts on a very fast turn-around basis, as
well as detailed spreadsheet sequcnces of events (SOE’s) for
up to 4 DSN stations simultaneously. Using the input GUI,
it was possible to set up, run, validate, and print predicts for
ACE use in 5 minutes.Validationwas
accomplishcd by
review of theconfigurationlog.
Thelog replicatesthe
significant GUI inputs and is automatically placed at the top
of the predict tabulation.
Tclecom developed predicts for contingencies, such as the
possibility of a particular autonav turn not being executed,

or the spacecraft entering safing. Given the availability of
twotrained telccom analysts, plus support by the telecorn
hardwaredevelopers, and usingthe spreadsheettimeline,
telecom recommended staffing
for
the
more
critical
activities,especially those involving turnsand use of the
low
gain
antennas.Telecom
staffing
was
required
for
portions of 2 shifts per day for several days, and at specific
times around the clock the day of the flyby.

Detection
Safing

of’Abnornzul Carrier

Power and Recover31 fronz

Early on encounterday,about
12 hoursbefore
closest
approach, the telecom analyst and the ACE were the only
members of thetlighttcam in theMSA.Monitoring
the
downlink the
at
end of an autonomous navigation
(“autonav”) sequence, the telecom analyst found the carrier
signal level being reported by the
tracking
station
at
Canberra
changed
by several dB from that expected.
However, the ncw levelwaswithin
I dB of what telecom
expected if thc spacccraft had stopped the autonav activity
and had gonetosafemode.Fortelecom,safcmodc
mcans
the spacecraft +X axis is pointed to thc sun for maximum
powerfrom
thesolararrays,
with theX-axis
low gain
antenna selected for maximum signal return to earth at this
attitude. Within a few minutes, telecom recommended to thc
ACE that the station search for the safemode telemetry ratc
(20 symbolspersecond),
usinganarrowercarrier
loop
bandwidth.The
station
found
the
subcarrier, then thc
symbol ratc, which confirmed entry into safing. Within 15
minutcs (at 530 am), telecom and thc ACE had notified the
mission director,systemengineer,
and
fault
protection
engineer of the safing event.
Ovcr the next severalhours,
some of the flightteam
generatedarccovcry
sequencefor approval. In parallel,
other members tested the on-board sequence that had been
executing in the test bed, and found a very probable cause
for the occurrence. The
testbed and analysisresults gavc
thc prqjcct confidence to approvc the recovery sequence and
to continue withthe remainder of the on-boardencounter
sequence. Aspart
of therecovery
process, thetelecom
analyst in the MSA assessed the downlink carricr level as a
function of time and was able to confidently statc when the
spacccraft was pointed ai the sun, and subsequently to the
earth, all without any telemetry data yet in lock. The endto-end detection, analysis, testing, and recovery sequencing
took 6 hours, beating the best-casc expectation by an hour.
Theencountersequence
resumed about 6 hoursbefore
closcst approach. This was 10 minutes before it would have
been too
late
to
rcsume,
which would have caused
consequent loss of the encounter science data. The
safing
recoveryproved the value of a well experiencedthough
smallflight team,theextensiveencounter
rehearsal, the
routine use of the test bed, the solid modeling of telecom
link performance, and the “&st in time”availability
of
accurate and prediction capability.

6. LESSONS
LEARNED
Let us preface these lessons learned by saying that the DSI
mission
has
bccn a tremendous
success.
All 12 new
technologies were extensively validated, demonstrating that
theycan be used on futureDeepSpacemissions.Yet,
in
lookingbackat the feverishpace of testing, development
and flightopcrations
of the last twoyears,
we asked
ourselves, “Whathavewelearned?”
and “What couldbe
done better?” These are statements expressing
our opinion
based on our experience, and they do not constitute a JPL
policy or commitment.
In this context, many of the spccifics below suggest better
process design. Some of these telecom lessons-learned are
being applied to make DS1 telecom analysis more efficient.
We also hope these experiences and suggestions will result
in TMOD being able to provide less expensive telecom
analysis scrvice to projects in the future.

Planning the T))pesand Extent ofAnalysis
We found DSl telccom analysis oftentakes longertodo
than planned and budgeted.
Experiencc
over
several
missions is that theamount
of timetelecomanalysis
requires is roughly proportional to the amount of time the
spacecraft is being tracked. When the product of an analysis
is not well defined, the analyst or customer thinks of related
questions to beanswered
or the customer levies new
rcquirements. Sometimes theanalyst needs to createdata
initiallybelievedalready
available.Computer
processes
may not run smoothly, and valuable analyst time goes into
discovering thatinput data had notbeen recorded, or a
server is down. It is an art to remember to allow enough
time tocomplete a task,accountingfordelays
of these
types.

Flight Team and Prqject Co-location
Havingthe tlight team membersco-located proved to be
bcneficialoverall since points broughtout in face-to-face
discussion sometimes would not have surfacedthrough email, memos,orphonc calls. The turnaroundtime in the
iterative sequence generationlreview process wasgreatly
shortened. However, in terms of analyst efficiency, there is
a downside to co-location. Co-location makes is easier for
one person to interrupt another with “got just a minute?”
Every analystneeded to learn how to prioritize tasks and
minimize interruptions from competing tasks while working
thc highest priority ones.

Telecotn Analysis
Budgeted

Stafling
Level

It is difficult toestimate thelevel of effort required to
support a deep space mission operating with many “firsts”: a
dozcn new technologies, ashorter developmentcycle, a
smaller flight
team,
and an evolving
TMOD
service
architecture. DSI budgetedandcontracted
with TMOD to
receive the services of one senior level telecom analyst. This
analyst joined the project about one year before the planned
launch. The DS1 project also intended to augmentthis
analyst with members of the telecom systems and hardware
design during the high activity initial technology validation
period of 40 days.Because
unexpectedproblems during
technologyvalidationstretchedoutthatperiod
and also
requiredmore
real-timecommand
and short turnaround
scquences, the actual telecom staffing level avcraged about
two people. This could possibly have been reduced to 1.5 if
the software tools used by telecom had been fully in place
and mature.
It became obvious that being ableto draw on a pool of three
or four people wastheonly way to cover the “round-theclock” staffing requirementsfor the first two weeksafter
launch. Also, havingtwo or threeindividualstrained
in
DSl flight operations and telecom software was essential to
continue telecom support through vacation periods, illness,
and critical demands on analysttimefromotherprojects
they supported.

Telecom AnalysisStaffing Mix
The DSI spacecraft
safing
events
and
restoration
to
operation
have
proved the need for
knowledgeable.
a
experienced, and well trained analyst, but not to be ‘:just a
data watcher”. The analystmay duringone shift need to
interprethealthandsafety
data,do aperformancetrade
study,review
a commandsequences,
and
give
highly
reliable and
timely
link
performance
predictions.
In
addition to the takingcare of the spacecraft, this analyst
adds value in understanding the needs of the DSN and how
a station operates. On the other hand, it also became evident
that some DS1 telecom analysis operations, especially those
involved in running the software, became routine
but still
required aboutone hour of analyst timeperstation
pass.
This kind of activity could be performed by less experienced
people, though interpretation of the products would continue
to require the senior analysts. Looking more forward, these
repetitive softwaretasks could bcmade more automated,
giventhe
time andbudget
todo so. An efficientand
economical telccom analysis service, especially one
providing supportto morethana
singleprqjcct, requires
several individuals trained in the use of the tools, each with
a sufl‘icient degree of experience to handle the tasks that the
project has specified.

Need,for Sequence Standardization
Improved efficiency and greater reliability result from use
of tested blocks of commands that perform higherlevel
functions - but onlyforrepeateduse.
Telecom no longer
has to review 90% of thetelecom commands that appear
individually in a DS 1 scquencc because these commands are
the expansion of activity types and utilities.
In hindsight, it may not have been worth developing activity
types for the
telecom
technology
validation
tests.
In
complexity, each
test
required
10-50 commands.
The
activity types,however, areintended tobe reusable,but
eachtestwasonly
performedonce.Becausealmost
all
commands were for
telecom
subsystem
control,
a
customized sequence, with careful telecomreview, might
have required fewer workhours overall.
In the asteroid encountersequence,telecomcommands
appeared in many“nestedlevels
of subsequences.These
sequences
were
generated
independently by several
engineers, and their files were not all in one
place.
Consequently, the telecom analyst spent much time hunting
down the
correct
sequences
and hand-merging
them,
because the merged product, automatically generated by the
sequence team, was not corrcct yet. The mergedproducts
for theless complex and subsystem-interactivesequences
that followed Braille encounter have generally been correct
with every iteration. The cost to the telecom analyst of not
having a correct encounter merged product was a series of
numbinglypainstakingandlatemanual
sequence reviews.
Recognizing that encounter sequences are always complex
and unique, the team planstocentralizethesequence
development some and constrain the types of subsequences
that telecom (and otherindividual subsystem)commands
canbeplaced
in. The twoextendedmission
encounters
provide another chance to accomplish this.

Tradenfiy Between
“Make
(Sequence Optimization)

Play” and “Make Better”

The necessarycomplcxityandinteraction
of spacecraft
activities madesomescquences
difficult to integrateand
rcview. Thecomplexsequences had many iterations, and
some valuable
analyst
time was used
up
re-reviewing
unchangedtelecom commands in intermediatesequences.
Any sequence
almost
always
required
at least four
iterations, and themore
complexonestwicethat.The
sequenceintegration engineersbecamegood atlocalizing
the effects of the changes, relieving telecom of a full review
each
time.
Limiting
the number of iterations to the
minimumto“makcplay”
and automatingthesequence
reviewprocess is needed to operate an extended mission
with a reduced staff. The DSl process to generate, review,
test, and approve a sequence worked, but at a high cost in
workload. The telecom review process was largely manual,
with some simple software checks involving characterstring

searches and compares. When the sequence process and its
products becomes
more
standardized
Srom project to
projcct,telecomanalysis should developmore automated
tools for sequence rcview.

Need,for an “As Flown“ Sequence
DSIchose not to pay forthecreation
of an “asflown”
listing of commands. From the experience of other projects,
maintaining an accurate and complete list of command
actuallyexecuted is verylaborintensive.
Commands need
to bemerged Srom the approvcd sequences, theapproved
“ad hoc” real time commands transmitted by the ACE, and
the commandsresulting fkom unplanned events such as
safing and
the
resulting
cxecution
of on-board
fault
protection
scripts
and
subsequent ground-transmitted
recovery sequences and commands.
More
complexity
results from the rcal time commands being able to activate,
deactivate, and deletescqucnccs of‘ commands storcd on
board.
It has been laborintcnsive
Sor telecom to respond to
questionsaboutwhatthetclccom
mode was atarbitrary
times in thcpast.Thequestionsaresimple,forexample,
how many timcs has the X-band exciter been cycled off/on
since launch? While such mode data can be queried over
short periods of time, for long intervals it takcs intclligent
manual browsing of theplanned scqucnccs. thetelecom
“book”, and thc ACE log to answer
the question. DSI is
investigating, fortheextcnded
mission,thc
amount of
adaptation required to make use of “state tracking” sostwarc
developed Sor another prqject.

being implemented. Also, priorities in the
software
development organization meant
the
comparison
tools
(TclRcVDCP) were not adapted forDS1
until several
months after launch. The result is that DSl telecom analysis
had a vcry raw set of tools in place at launch. The telecom
analysts had to learn the tools, use the tools, make updates
of the TFP models,andverify
upgradcs of‘ the tools all
simultaneously. Many hours
were
consumed by
these
concurrent engineering activities that should more properly
be considered development than operations.

Drawback of Simultaneous
Operations
Procedure
Development and Use
DSI attempted to use lessons learned by other recent flight
teams, in particular Mars Pathfinder and Cassini, in doing
thc process enginecring that led to specific procedures being
required. However, there were
enough diffcrences that the
formally approved proccdurcs were very late relative to the
functions being performed. Onc suggcstion: a much better
dcfinition of roles: who does what, on whatteam.Within
telecom we have a good idea of what is needed to predict
andverifylink
performance,cvcnthoughthedepth
of
analysis required was at timcs a matter of discussion. It was
less
clear
what
products
or
review
or
support
other
disciplines need fromTelecom.More iterations and more
rework are the result of imprecise questions, often under
great time pressure.Atthe
beginning or the extended
mission, thc scqucncc proccss issues are being raised anew
as every discipline is being downsized.

Heavy Reliance on a Capability that Never Arrived
Drawback
of‘ Simultaneous
Developnzent and Use

Teleconz

Modelfloo1

The workthat
tclccomanalystsdo
hasbecomemore
software-intensivc in part because spacecraft and station
operations have becomemoredependent on softwarc. On
the spacecraft, this shows up in the form of a grcatcr variety
of commands and with more on-board functions controlled
by thcflight software.TheSDST
receives and outputs
digital data on the spacccraft data. At the station, the small
operating staff is dependenton automatedfunctionsthat
were previously manually controlled. Software helped DS 1
telccom analysis make inputs to sequencing and review thc
completcd sequence products. The SPW would allow DS1
telecom analysis to provide servicepackagesdirectly to a
more automated station control system being developed by
TMOD.
DSI wasthe first projcct to usethe SPW and thefirst
project to use theUTP to generatea
DRCF.TFP had
previously been used on oncotherproject,
Cassini, but
during the DS 1 mission, vcry substantial changcs in the TFP
architccturc and “common” (station) telccom models were

DS1 agreed to the use of ServicePackages in contrast to
some other means of making telccom configuration inputs
to the sequence process. This is becauseTMOD
was
restructuring the entire station configuration control process
from the one known as Network Support Subsystem (NSS)
toone called NetworkPlanning and Preparation(NPP).
NSS used a time-ordered DSN Keyword Filc (DKF) as the
projcct statement of spacecrafttelecomconfiguration and
thercsultingstation requirementsfor a pass. NPP was to
use the Service Package as a hierarchically organized listing
of spacecraftinformationandrequested“services”fora
pass.
Originally
functional
a
NPP was
planned
to be
operational before DS 1 launch. Implementation difficulties
dclayed the NPP to thrcc months after launch, and TMOD
and the projectagreed to an interim DKFbackupto the
DSN, while also requiring service packages on the project
side. Continuing difficulties with NPP resultcd in the DKF
being used throughout theentire
primary mission, and
cvcntual NPP cancellation means DKF will be used for the
extended mission as well.
Maintaining the dual DKF/SP process through most of the
primc mission increased thc workload
on telecom analysis

well abovc
the
originally
budgeted
amount. On past
missions, DKF’s wereautomaticallygeneratedfrom
the
project SOE and did not require individual review. On DS 1.
there was no requirement for aproject SOE, so the DKF
was improvised from other software shortly before launch.
ThisDKF didneed
review and hand-editing, and this
burden was placed on telecom analysts. By the beginning of
the extended mission, DKF generation had become reliable
enough that hand-edits became the exception.
Preparation OS scrvice package inputs and checking outputs
for UTP and NPP implementation
absorbed
telccom
analysis timeand resources butdid not contribute to the
success of thc DSI mission. Thc SP process on DS 1 was
intendcdas a precursor for other projects and an eventual
cost-saver.WithoutNPP
andwith a plannedrequirement
forDKF’s, thecxtcndcd mission offers thepossibility to
streamline the process for this project alone, and to make
DS 1 telecom analysis more efficient.

editing, going back and forth between typed-in commands
and GUIs, etc. We found that memory aids (cheat-sheets)
help reduce the effectof such factors.
Software useshouldbeeasyand
intuitivefor individuals
who are under time pressure to produce a correct output and
move on to another task. The SP Writer and TFP are easy
to use in theseregards. The UTP/DRCF and TelRedDCP
arcexacting and/or time-consumingtouse.The
telecom
analysis service of the future must refine and standardizethe
tool set for ease of use in efficiently providing the required
service to the project.
Additional goals would include the ability to run on various
platforms,have
backups, and not be so dependent on
services(network-accessedfile
storage,licensemanagers,
etc.) that may be unavailable at critical times.

The Value of Self-Documenting Software Outputs
Problems with Changing Assumptions in SequenceDesign
Something similar tothe Flight Rules but at a higher level is
needed to provideguidelines Sor telecomconfigurations
From scqucnce to sequencc.The severalindividualswho
were sequenccintegrationcngineers andmissionplanners
wcrc subject to varyingpressures from competing uses of
the telecom links. For example, when link margin was low,
some sequences were designed with downlink carrier only
(no telemetry modulation), others with the 10 bps tclcmetry.
Thc two configurations
require
different
station
configuration codes (whichspecifywhich
equipmentis
assigned to a pass)anddifferentpre-calibrationtimes.
Configuration codes and activity times are formalized in an
input to SPW calledthe
SAF (stationallocationfilc).
Changes mean the project needs to have
the
DSN
scheduling scrvice redeliver the SAF
and to have telecom
analysis regenerate
the
service
package.
The
analyst
reviewing sequences had to learn the constraints by asking
different individuals, rather than learning one set of rules.
Moresequencestandardization
and documentation of the
guidelines in the
extended
mission
should
reduce
the
amount of mis-communication among membersof the flight
team and the resulting rework.
Improve Software Euse of Use

In the rush to deliver workable, and correct software tools
for D S l , therewaslittletime
to make the softwarc more
“user-friendly”. As aresult, it is easy to misuseit,for
example by spccifying an incorrect
input
parameter.
Necessary steps to operate software not used frequently may
be forgotten. We learned by using the DSl tclecom software
that an analyst has thc least “tool trouble” with a small toolset in which every tool is used often. Operational software
should not require many steps,complex
command filc

The SP Writerproducesa“log”
of the GUI settings asa
“comment” at the top of the file. A link “model” has been
written to produce a similar log at
the top of TFP tabular
predicts. These outputshaveproved
immensely useful in
kdecomanalystproductreview,by
reducingthetime
it
takes to establish
which
software version
produced
a
specific
product
and to verify telecom
the
link
configuration.

Efficiency of Telecom Software Processes All onOne
Computer Plutform
DS1, like most
current
projects, has some
software
operatingbehinda
TMOD firewall,andother
software
outside the firewall. The link performancecomparison
processrequires successive runs of several programs on
different machines. These include:
making a TFP run on aUnixworkstation
firewall to crcate theprediction

outside the

reformatting of the predict file using Excel on a PC,
querying the spacecraft and monitor data using TelRet
inside thc firewall (which meant that the analyst had to
physically go to aspecific building), andmoving the
query file through the firewall, and
merging the predict and query
file in a DCP run on a
workstation outside the firewall.
The present set up is very inefficient. Requiring an analyst
to move files acrossthefirewallandin
somecasesto
physicallysit in front of computers in different locations
added a lot more time to the process. In the future, a betterintegrated and more automated set of software tools could

lighten the workload of an analyst, perhapsmaking
possible to support several missions concurrently.

it

Software System Reliability
Much of the telecom software (TFP, DCP, and SP Writer)
resides in a group account on the JPL institutional “AFS”
(Andrew File System). While AFS is quite reliable, it is not
perfectlyrobust so telecomsoftware has not been 100%
available. In critical
times,
having
the
software on a
separate machine, not dependent on AFS, has reduced the
problem to a matter of manageable inconvenience (to
operate in a different
building
andto
regenerate
any
immediately needed output that had been stored on AFS).
A functionally similar problem is that the telecom programs
all require a Matlab license. MostMatlab licenses are
disbursed from central
a
JPL “license server”; backup
requires a machine with its own copy of Matlab.

Integration o f Software Tools
With a spacecraft like DSI, more capable of autonomous
attitude decisions, telecom analysis will come to rely more
on quick
turn-around
(“just-in-time”) prediction and
performancecomparison.
In this,TFP was ahuge step
forward from
previous
batch-mode
operational tools.
However, more needs to be done to integrate all the tools,
especially performance
for
comparison,
long-term
prediction and trend analysis.

7. CONCLUSION
DSI has been judged as a success€ul mission in that 100%
of the
technology
validation
requirements have
been
achieved.
The primary
mission,
which
focussed on
technology validation and formally concluded a few weeks
after the asteroid Braille encounter, was flown with a flight
team of slightly more than 40 individuals, which averaged 2
telecom analysts.
NASA
has
approved
an extended
mission, with the emphasis on sciencedatagathering
at
encounters of the cometsWilson-Harrington in January
2001
and
Borrelly
in September
2001.
Beginning
in
FY2000, this extended mission is planned be flown with a
flight team of about 20 people, including telecom analysis at
0.5 level. The half-time telecom analyst, using the process
and tools as
evolved
through
the
prime
mission
and
described in this paper, will be able to meet the project’s
needs.
The telecom development and in-flight telecom analysis for
DS 1 has been intense. The development schedule was tight,
and several new technologies were not fully
developed and
successfullyassembled until shortly before launch. Right
afterlaunch, for nearlytwomonths,
intensive technology
validation
was
supported
by a small
team.
Excellent
analysts, excellent tools and the dedication of an entire team
made the mission a success. But we believe better planning
of project and TMOD requircments,abetterdefinition
of
the roles of flight team members as well as more complete
integration of computer tools, will allow us to provide an
excellent service with a lower cost.
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O u t p u t S? F i l e : D S l ~ 3 4 ~ ? ? 3 @ 4 ~ V O @ B ~ @ ? 0 R 9 3 1 R 1 7 1 4 . s p f

Input A l l o c a t i o nF i l e :
/afs/jpl/group/dsl~teleiall~cationiDSl~??24?~9~~52.~af
T r a c k 1: 9 9 9 - 3 0 4
2 3 : @ 0 t o @ 1 : 0 5 , d s s 3 4 ,P a s s
# @ 3 7 4 , VOOB, T?/XHGT/2hIAY.A3D
S P Writer G U I I n p u t s
S e r v i c e s R e q u e s t e d :T e l e m e t r yC o m m a n dR a n g i n g
Sic A n t e n n a : HGA
: R S i CKE= 1 5
1iR=5
Encoding
Down L i n k RF B a n d
: X only
T e l e m e t rD
y a tR
a ate
: 1 0 5 @ . @ 0 @bps.
T l m Mod Index 1x1
: 6 5 . 8 0 0 deg.
R a n g i n y Mod Index
: 1 7 . 5 0 0 deg.
R a n g i n gS u p p r e s s i o n :
3.000 dB.
Command D a t aR a t e
: 2 5 0 . 0 0 0 bps.
C o m m a n d Suppression: 3 . 5 0 0 d E .
S p e c i a l Services: I P S n o t s e l e c t e d
P r o d u c e d by D S 1S P W r i t e r
V1.2 07/15/19??
GUICODE, 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , i 1, 1 , 7 , 2 , 2 , 1 . 1 , 1 , 1 , @

on 1 9 ? 9 / 0 3 / 0 8 a t 1 R : 1 7 : 1 4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

EEGIN-GROUP

=

*,

DS1~34~0374~VOOB~03083?181714;

= DS1;
sc-number = 3 0 :
equipment-set
= ( D S S 3 4 , XHEMT. i n h e r i t e d ) ;
start-time = 1?9?-304T23~0@:@02;
stop-time = 1???-305T01:@5:002;

misslon

=

BEGIN-GROUP

DSi-34~0374~VOOE~X~O?O8??1R1714;

BEGIN-OBJECT = DS1-34-0374~V00B-X-DOPP_090R99181714;
d i c h r o i c g l a t e - m o d e = X-only;
doppler-mode = '2-WAY';
downlink-band = X ;
downlink-frequency
= 8421.764276 " H z ) ;
d s n - r e c e i v e g o l a r i z a t i o n = RCP;
dsn-transmittergower
= 3565 < w a t t ? ;
dsn-transmitgolarization = PCP;
feed-selection = X ;
m i c r o w a v e g a t h = 'DIPLEX';
sc-coherency = ENABLE;
s c - r e c e i v i n g - a n t e n n a - t ~ e = HGA;
= 1 2 . 3< w a t t > ;
sc-transmittersower
s c - t r a n s m i t t i n g - a n t e n n a - t ~ e = HGA;
s c _ r e c e i v e _ p o l a r i z a t i o n = RC? ;
3c-transmitgolarization
= RCP ;
service = doppler;
table = ( N P Pm
, s t ', D S l _ X X _ d o p p l e r . m s t ' l
;
transmitting-dss
= '05534';
END-OBJECT = D S 1 ~ 3 4 ~ @ 3 7 4 - V O @ B - X - D O P P ~ 0 9 0 8 9 ? 1 8 1 7 i 4 ;

= DS1~34~@374-V@@B~X~BITS~O?@8??181714;
= 'DS1-34~0374~V@OB~X~DOPP~@?08??181714'
inner-code-rate-divisor
= 6;
inner-constraint-length = 1 5 ;

BEGIN-OBJECT
depends-on

= hit-stream;
= ( N P ?m, s t' ,D S l - b i t - s t r e a m . m s t ' 1 ;
= 1 0 5 0 <bps>;
tlm-data-rate
tlm-modulation-index
= 6 5 . 8 0 ideg,;
tlm-subcarrier-frequency
= 2 5 0 0 0 . 7 0 0 <HZ>;
tlm-symbol-rate
= 6 3 0 0 <sps>;
END-OBJECT
= DS1~34~0374~VO0B~X~EITS~0?08??1817i4;
service
table

=
=

DSl~34~@374-V00B-X~ALLF~0?08??18i714;
'DS1~34~0374~V@@E~X-BITS~O?@8??181714';
service = a l l - f r a m e ;
t a b l e = ( N P Pm
, s t' .D S l _ a l l - f r a m e . m s t ' ) ;
END-OBJECT
= DS1~34~@374~V@@E~X~ALLF~0?@R99lR1714;

BEGIN-OBJECT
depends-on

BEGIN-OBJECT = D S 1 ~ 3 4 - @ 3 7 4 ~ V @ @ B - X - C M D R ~ 0 9 @ R ? ? 1 8 1 7 1 4 ;
depends-an = ' D S 1 ~ 3 4 ~ @ 3 7 4 ~ V @ @ B ~ X ~ D O P P - O ? O R 9 ? 1 8 1 7 1 4 ' ;
= 2 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 <bps>;
cmd-data-rate
c m d - s u p p r e s s i o n = 3 . 5 <dB>;
service = c m d - r a d i a t i o n ;
t a b l e = ( N P Pm, s t ,
'DSi-cmd-radiation.mst');
END-OBJECT = D S 1 ~ 3 4 ~ 0 3 7 4 ~ V @ @ B ~ X ~ C M D F . ~ O 9 @ R 9 9 l R i 7 i d ;
BEGIN-OBJECT = D S 1 ~ 3 4 ~ 0 3 7 4 - V O O E ~ X ~ R N G ~ O ? @ R 9 9 l R l 7 1 4 ;
depends-on = ' D S l ~ 3 4 ~ @ 3 7 4 - V O O B ~ X ~ D O P P - O 3 @ 8 9 9 1 R 1 7 1 4 ' ;
doM.nlink_rny_modulation-inde~ = 1 7 . 5 0< d e y > ;
u p l i n k - r a n g i n g - s u p p r e ~ ~ i ~=n 3 . 0 0 < d B > ;

service

table =
END-OBJECT
END-GROUP
END-GROUP

=

=

=

ranging;

(NPP, m s t , ' D S l _ X X _ r a n g i n y . m s t ' I ;
= DS1~34~0374~V@@B-X-RNG_090899181714;

DS1~34-0374-V@@E~X_@?@R991R1714:

DSl~34~0374~V0OB~0?0R9?181714;

Figure 2: Sample Service Package

dss 2 5 , H G A E a r t h p o i n t , 19308 b p s , 65.8 d e g m o d i n d e x , r n g LO

1999- 009T02:00:00.00U T u

1 5 9 9 - UOYTO7:59:56.000 (M I n u t e s )

Figure 3: Sample TelRet/TFP/DCP Output
Note: the actuals data was queried via TelRet, the prcdicted signal level was produced by TFP (it is the
smooth plot), and DCP synchronizes both data streams and plots them. The residual appears graphically as
the difference between theactual level and the predicted signal level.
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